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Neither Freedom Management Partners  or any of its personnel are registered broker-dealers or investment advisers.

I will mention that I consider certain securities or positions to be good candidates for the types of strategies we are discussing or 

illustrating.  Because I consider the securities or positions appropriate to the discussion or for illustration purposes does not mean 

that I am telling you to trade the strategies or securities.   Keep in mind that we are not providing you with recommendations or 

personalized advice about your trading activities.  The information we are providing is not tailored to any particular individual.  Any 

mention of a particular security is not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold that or any other security or a suggestion that it is 

suitable for any specific person.  Keep in mind that all trading involves a risk of loss, and this will always be the situation, regardless 

of whether we are discussing strategies that are intended to limit risk.  

Also Freedom Management Partners’ personnel are not subject to trading restrictions.

I and others at Freedom Management Partners could have a position in a security or initiate a position

in a security at any time. 



TECHNICAL 

INDICATORS





TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

• Technical Analysis involves evaluating a stock chart to determine the most 

likely future behavior.

• A number of technical indicators will be used including:

• Candlestick Patterns

• Classic Charting

• Oscillating Indicators

• Moving Average Indicators

• Volatility indicators

• Divergences



PRICE AND VOLUME

• Bullish - PRICE going up, VOLUME going up

• Bearish - PRICE going down, VOLUME going up

• Potential Bearish Reversal at Support - PRICE going up, VOLUME going down

• Potential Bullish Reversal at Resistance - PRICE going down, VOLUME going down



STOCHASTICS

• Used for stocks that are channeling sideways.

• Dotted lines at 20% and 80%.

• Above 80% is overbought, Below 20% is oversold.

• Crossing the 20% and 80% lines gives buy and sell signals.



MOVING AVERAGES

• Drawn automatically based on moving average close price.

• Can act as support for up trending stocks.

• Can act as resistance to down trending stocks.

• Can indicate strength of a trend.

• Cross of Moving average can signal potential trend reversal.

• Used to identify potential entry and exit points. 



BOLLINGER BANDS

• Measures volatility in a stock’s price

• Pinched together indicates low volatility

• Spreading apart can indicate high volatility

• Can indicate strength of a trend

• Used to identify potential entry and exit points. 



LONG TERM TREND

•Drawn automatically based on moving average close price

•Can act as support for up trending stocks

• Can act as resistance to down trending stocks

•Can indicate strength of a trend

•Cross of Moving average can signal potential trend reversal

•Used by long term institutional investors. 



PATTERNS (Fibonacci)

•Fibonacci reveal human emotion in a stocks price before it happens

•Each line is a retracement level

•Price Patterns are amplified when using Fibonacci
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